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Spirit… tell us about life… tell us about the imagination that create and recreates… that allows us to 
stand of edges and see what we’ve never seen before… Spirit… come an inspire us to the edge of 
our seats… So be it… Amen

What will we do… Great British Bake-Off has come to an end… Wednesdays evenings will be empty from 

now on… without our weekly doze of signature bakes… technical challenges and soggy bottoms… 

The BBC is undergoing its 10 yearly discussion of its charter with a consultation about the programmes it 

creates… I wanted to take part in that consultation… suggesting that Paul Hollywood and Mary Berry… 

should have their own workbench and bake what they ask the contestants to bake… at the same time and 

with the same time pressure… I haven’t heard back from them… 

Bake-Off had the highest audience for any programme this year on British TV with something like 13.5 

million people watching the final on Wednesday… yet the BBC charter consultation is debating whether the 

organisation should do less ‘popular’ programming…  

If the Bible was to do less popular story telling… then we wouldn’t hear todays story… for still… the majority 

of the population… has some familiarity with it… though that is perhaps because Adam and Eve focusses on 

quite controversial ideas…  

We were discussing this passage at our bible study last Wednesday… It was fabulous… and we went 40 

minutes over time… in our enthusiasm… We’ve grown up with it… and we’re familiar with it but there are 

other ways to hear this story… that might bring it new life… 

So what is offered… is not necessarily traditional thinking… though neither is it new… for the idea is over 

200 years old… but it is contrary to what we’ve traditionally understood… so please remember… what is 

offered is only one point of view… with which to agree or disagree… but hopefully stretch our minds and faith 

a little… 

And it is to do with the idea of Original Sin… The story of the tree, the serpent and the fruit… is one that is 

used symbolically or literally to tell us… we were born in sin… It’s quite presbyterian really… before anything 

happens in the great story of faith… we start off having inherited sin… and the whole sweep of faith… is how 

God continually attempts to reconcile us… 

That is a fabulous story to own… the never ending… continual work of God… to redeem us… There is 

nothing more profoundly significant than a love that is always trying to bring us back to God… 



But that truth is not connected with Adam and Eve… for the concept of original sin… we call it The Fall… is 

not there in the Bible… It was Augustine in the 6th century that formulated that concept…  

But we can’t get away from the fact that we aren’t always God’s best friends… We are quite fallen in many 

ways… 

We blame the snake… God speaks to Adam… Adam blames Eve… and Eve blames the serpent… Perhaps 

that is the bigger sin and lesson to learn… we don’t own up to the things that are our responsibilities… It’s 

great when we can pass the blame… It makes us feel better… but doesn’t make us any wiser… any more 

mature… or any better human beings… and perhaps there is something in that…

Remember… the serpent isn’t the devil… That’s no where at all in the text… That’s been added to the 

popular retelling of the story… and suits those who need to blame someone for the consequences of their 

decisions… The serpent is just that… a serpent… though one of the wiser creatures God has created… but 

still simply a beast of the field… which is how the text describes the serpent… 

But what would it do to us… if we read this story not as a fall down from grace… but a fall up… into 

maturity… 

What if we read this story not a fall from perfect innocence… but rising up into a more fully mature human 

being… who now knows the difference between right and wrong… and has to face the consequences of 

that… and find right ways of living with that knowledge… The serpent is right… fruit does not directly kill us… 

but the consequences could…

The serpent… in some way… opens our eyes… We become more fully alive… more aware of the world… 

having to be more engaged and responsible in the world… now we’ve grown up… 

The tree of the knowledge of good and evil… is the tree we are told to avoid… but because we don’t… we 

know things we didn’t before…  

So the whole story could be read… as a coming of age story for humanity… the moment we lost our 

innocence… and realised there are consequences to the choices we make… And, you know… perhaps this 

might make for a fuller… more robust… certainly more challenging… but deeper relationship with God… one 

that relates to love beyond a naive and childlike relationship… but where we are more adult like… more 

mature… and thus more fully alive to the world… wrestling with the morals and ethics we need to have… in 

order to live justly… and fairly… and honestly… and lovingly in this world… The big question is if we are 

capable of that… if our morals lag behind our achievements… 

But that this is a upwards fall… We could stay in the garden… live sheltered lives… live more innocently… 

unaware of our nakedness… 



Or we could live trying to comprehend the moral complexity of life… being more self aware of what it is to 

have faith in a diverse and confusing world… where often there are no straight answers… but a whole range 

of responses to a question… where the gaining of wisdom and experience of right and wrong… of good and 

evil… are necessary to respond in a moral way… 

The capacity to understand the messiness and complexity there is in life… and to attempt to reason through 

our morals and ethics… is an important moment in our growing up in faith… and what our relationship with 

love and justice and God is to be like… 

By eating the apple… figuratively or literally… we are invested in this… we can’t opt out… maturing in faith 

like this doesn’t allow us to avoid things… and this is the relationship we have grown to have with God… less 

carefree… and more grounded in the reality of the world… where Godself is found too… 

Now perhaps all of that is wrong… Perhaps the concept of original sin and the Fall is easier to handle… it is 

what we have been brought up with… there is a dualism about it that works for us… that defines things more 

clearly… and that’s fine… 

But perhaps there is room to consider the idea… that this story of our loss of innocence… has real value in a 

contemporary world… where we can’t blame something or someone else… but as God’s people… we 

recognise our responsibility to wrestle with the morals and ethics that define us as human… 

We have grown up… and the capacity to understand the complexities of how we handle migrants… and 

terrorism in Turkey… the war in Syria and what is happening between Russia and the West… the ethics of 

government and the value of welfare… are what defines our maturity…

It makes us more fully alive… and more engaged… and why we need more than ever… the bible and her 

long experience with humanity… and the story of God’s continually unfolding relationship with us… always 

working to redeem us… found in those precious stories that cover every page… that help us live more fully… 

more justly… more lovingly with each other… 

This is what it is to have our eyes opened… to have grown up… and recognise life is complex… and every 

moment can be a choice to bite or not to bit the apple… and live responsibly with the consequences that 

come from becoming adults in our faith… 

Casper Green! ! Scarlet Letter Bible - http://scarletletterbible.com/
Carl Gregg! ! Eve was framed, the serpent was right 

! ! ! http://www.patheos.com/blogs/carlgregg/2014/08/eve-was-framed-the-serpent-was-right/
Terence E Fretheim ! Is Genesis a Fall Story? 

! ! ! https://wordandworld.luthersem.edu/content/pdfs/14-2_Genesis/14-2_Fretheim.pdf


